Faultmate FCR Product Literature V1.4 (Sept 2013)

Introducing the Faultmate FCR
As such, this truly innovative Fault Code Reading and Clearing tool is certainly not one of those many “Engine
Only” OBDII Scan Tools, which have become extremely prevalent in the Market, promise everything, but deliver
next to nothing. The Faultmate FCR is in fact designed and manufactured specifically for reading and clearing all
possible fault codes on every system with built in fault code storage capability on board each Land Rover model it
covers.
For exact listings of all the Onboard Vehicle systems covered by the various FCR versions:
http://www.blackbox-solutions.com/downloads/vehicle_coverage/System_Coverage_by_Vehicle_for_Faultmate_FCR.pdf

Attention:
The Faultmate is extensively tested and has hundreds of satisfied purchasers. As such we guarantee it will read
and clear the stored faults in the ECU, which can occur mostly through electrical or mechanical problems and could
render the vehicle inoperable, clearing faults can get you moving again but if they don’t go away or return after
clearing you will need to investigate further.
You may have also noticed that the Faultmate FCR also has a Mini USB connection. This is to enable it to be
connected to a PC with the supplied lead for downloading software upgrades or changing vehicle type licence.
There is now also a connector available to power the FCR via 12V DC rather than the vehicle for software or
licence upgrades. See item AC012 under the Faultmate FCR section of the web shop.
Single Vehicle use
Provided and priced as a personal use item for, the FAULTMATE FCR is provided specifically licensed for use only
on one single vehicle (Single vehicle meaning one unique “by VIN” Vehicle, rather than a model range) It must not
therefore be used on any other Vehicle of the same make or model. However for just a small Admin fee, it is
possible to re licence a unit to a different Vehicle at any time, including a different model.
The Faultmate FCR is designed to be extremely easy to use as can be seen in this video:
http://www.blackbox-solutions.com/downloads/videos/FCR.html
Full instructions are supplied with the unit and there is also a dedicated website:
http://www.blackbox-solutions.com/FCR/home.htm
Current vehicle models covered:
Range Rover L322 2002 to 2012
Range Rover Sport 2005 to 2012
Range Rover P38 1995-2001
Discovery 3 / LR3
Discovery 4 / LR4
Defender 2007 to 2012
Freelander 2 2006 to 2012 (requires Firmware 1.9)
New Range Rover L405 (requires Firmware 4.0)
Range Rover Evoque (requires Firmware 4.0)
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